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T
he Big Dance Pledge is a free 
opportunity for dance groups 
to take part in a united dance 

performance with thousands of 
participants across the world. 

Our seven days of filming 
participants begins with a trip to 
Devon. It’s only 10 days after Akram has 
made his choreography for Big Dance. 
We make final preparations as we travel 
in one vehicle with film maker Maxime 
Dos, communications manager Céline 

Gaubert and project manager JiaXuan 
Hon from Akram Khan Company, and 
rehearsal director Jose Agudo.

We knew that Akram’s piece puts 
the emphasis firmly on inclusivity, 
encouraging people to create a 
dance that can be inspired by the 
choreography itself, or the themes 
behind it to tell their own stories.

The scale of our filming challenge 
becomes apparent as we begin to 
chat and realise we’ll meet around 150 

The power of Akram’s Big Dance

people who’ll be the first to experience 
Akram’s choreography and help us 
interpret and present it to the world 
through a collection of online films.

We knew our youngest participant 
to be 18 months old and that our 
oldest would be 87 years of age. We 
knew the preferred dance styles of 
our participants included Bollywood, 
jazz and breakdance. And we knew 
that each participant’s experiences of 
dancing would be completely unique, 

varying in the years they’d been 
dancing and how and why they dance.

Taking a single piece of 
choreography to this range of dancers 
and finding out how it can work for 
them was an exciting challenge for  
the team. 

We’re greeted as we pull up on a 
Devon roadside and waved in to a 
carpark by two friendly ladies, both 
in their bright red Dawlish Dancers 

continued on page 6

The Big Dance Pledge returns for 2016, this time by world renowned choreographer Akram Khan with music  
by Nitin Sawhney. People Dancing’s Producer Richard Parr and rehearsal director Jen Irons were part of a team 
that went out to film how different dance groups are taking up this final pledge in the Big Dance series

Save the date!

Big Dance Pledge  

worldwide  

performance day

20 May 2016

Akram Khan creating the Big Dance Pledge with students at the University of Roehampton. Photo: Richard Parr
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Round-up

E
nglish folk dance is fun, it’s 
engaging and it’s thriving. 
Yet most people in England 

(including many dance practitioners) 
aren’t aware of the range of styles our 
folk dance encompasses and just how 
enjoyable and inclusive it can be. 

English folk dance includes:
• social dances, like country, ceilidh,  
 barn and maypole dancing
• various forms of morris and sword  
 dance
• percussive clog and step dance.

It’s time to embrace English folk dance
Take a look at our short film, I 

Love English Folk Dance! (http://bit.
ly/1OgM2lT) which shows groups of 
young people from across the country 
performing some of these dances  
and sharing their enthusiasm for the 
genre. 

Our online Resource Bank (www.
efdss.org/resourcebank) features a 
handy and highly visual Beginners’ 
Guide to English Folk Dance. Search 
for ‘dance’ on the Resource Bank 
and you’ll find several other freely 
downloadable resources (written 
notes, audio files of specially recorded 
music, and short film clip tutorials) to 
aid the teaching of various forms of 
English folk dance in schools and with 
youth and adult community dance 
groups. 

At EFDSS we reach beyond the 
folk community to engage with new 

Laura Connolly and 
Rachel Elliott of the English 
Folk Dance and Song Society 
(EFDSS) share their love of  
the diversity, joy and benefits 
of English folk dance

communities and genres, sometimes 
reintroducing people to forgotten 
local traditions, such as rapper dance 
– that’s sword dancing originally from 
the North East of England (not a form 
of Hip Hop!). 

We recently set out to inspire a new 
generation of folk dance and music 
lovers with The Full English (www.
efdss.org/thefullenglish), a national 
learning and participation programme 
funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund, 
which has reached thousands of 
participants all over England, involving 
them in many forms of English folk 
dance and music. Creative learning 
projects took place in 19 primary and 
secondary schools, while new families 
and community groups were engaged 
in folk activities through a series of 
free days held at our partner venues. 

For many people in this country 

their first, and sometimes only, 
exposure to English folk dance is at 
a wedding or school social event. 
Ceilidhs and barn dances, with their 
toe-tapping music, usually played 
live, are a great way to socialise, 
have fun, get fit and feel great and 
are accessible to people of all ages, 
abilities and backgrounds. First timers 
are often surprised how irresistibly 
joyous, inclusive and energetic they 
can be: “It’s my first time but I’ve 
really enjoyed it. My cheeks hurt from 
smiling!” and “I liked the band and 
the spirit of participation shared by 
all present,” were just a couple of the 
many positive comments offered by 
participants.

• www.efdss.org
•  020 7241 8953
•  dancedevelopment@efdss.org

T
o ensure authentic 
voices of the coal 
field were heard, Gary 

wanted to work with groups of 
women from local coal mining 
communities to create one 
section of the show. 

The women would perform 
alongside Gary’s company of 
professional dancers as well as 
a live brass colliery band, which 
would also be locally sourced.

Hailing from the mining 
village of Grimethorpe, South 
Yorkshire, Gary felt it was 
important that if he was to 
make a piece of work about 
communities, he had to work 
with them. The women would 
team up with acclaimed dancer 
TC Howard and create a 
section of the show that looked 
at the Women Against Pit 
Closures movement (WAPC) 
established in 1984. The brass 
band would work with Musical 

In early 2015, award-winning choreographer 
Gary Clarke set out to create a dance theatre 
show to mark the 30th anniversary of the end  
of the 1984/5 miners’ strike. COAL would be  
his most ambitious project to date

Director Steven Roberts on an 
original score for the show. On 
the 3rd July 2015, COAL was 
previewed at CAST theatre 
in Doncaster to an audience 
of former miners and their 
families.

Gary worked with ex-miner 
Frank Arrowsmith to help 
recruit three women aged 30+ 
from the coal mining village 
of Kellingley, and one woman 
from Sheffield, who then took 
part in the production. Three 
of them were professional 
cleaners and had never 
appeared on stage before. 
Carlton Main Frickley Colliery 
Band also took part in their 
first ever live contemporary 
dance show. So how was it for 
the dance debutants? 

Kelly Leighton, performer
“Wow! I had never participated 
in a production of any kind, 

Top: Sarah Robinson, Kelly Leighton, Kim Leighton, Emma Telford Leighton and TC Howard, COAL. Photo: Josh Hawkins. 
Above: TC Howard and Alistair Goldsmith, COAL. Far right: Joss Carter, Nicolas Vandange, Alistair Goldsmith, Connor Quill, 
James Finnemore. Photos: Joe Armitage.    
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What does dance mean to you?
Dance is exciting, thrilling and emotional. When I dance I 
feel the same as everyone else and I feel free to express 
my feelings. As a wheelchair user, there are many 
challenges in life but dance, for me, is life and I won’t do 
anything else. I enjoy it more than anything. 

I started dancing when I was five years old at a dance 
club which was run by Blue Eyed Soul Dance Company,  
an all inclusive company working with wheelchair users 
and non-wheelchair users. I worked with them for six 
years and in that time I performed with them publicly four 
times and have partly choreographed with a dancer from 
the company.

I have also done lots of workshops with different  
dance companies such as Man Made Dance, Blue Eyed 
Soul and Dance Exchange. At college, I studied BTEC 
Performing at Level 3. But, outside of college, I wanted 
to do dance technique to improve my skills. So, I looked 
on the internet and found Motionhouse and joined their 
classes. At first it was really hard because of the speed 
and stamina that I needed but after a few classes I 
improved. The dancers in the company take it in turns to 
teach the class if the main teacher is off.

My first Motionhouse intensive
The intensive classes were the hardest. It was the best 
experience ever. I learnt a lot about my body and how  
I use my chair, as well as working with different people 
and helping them to get the confidence to not be scared 
of hurting me. As a person I am very open and want 
people to try new experiences on my chair. I demonstrate 
with the teacher then encourage my classmates to have  
a go.

What I have gained
I have gained confidence in my dance skills and in 
adapting choreography to make it suitable for my ability. 
This has challenged me a lot because some of the moves 
are very hard to do in a wheelchair.

Your future?
I am now studying dance at Falmouth University because 
it is my passion. As a career I want to be a choreographer.

• www.motionhouse.co.uk

As a wheelchair user Motionhouse 
Youth Dance Company student  
Daisy Nash reflects on the 
importance of dance in her life

Me, 

myself 

and 

dance

support from Gary and 
a brilliant team, who 
wouldn’t want to rise to 
the challenge to make 
every woman against 
pit closures proud? I 
held my head high for 
everyone affected by 
the miners’ strike back 

in the 80s and are still 
affected by it now. It was 

a privilege.”

Sarah Robinson, performer
“Having been brought up in a 
coal mining community, when I 
saw the advert I thought what 
an excellent opportunity it 
would be to be a part of this 
legacy. It would also be an 
experience in itself working 
on a mid-scale contemporary 
dance performance. The 
audition was interesting 
and exciting. I was given a 
warm welcome and met four 
outgoing, lovely women. I 
found out things about the 
miners’ strike that I didn’t 
know about and to hear the 
other women’s experiences 
was heartfelt and emotional. 
I would love to have the 
opportunity to do it again.”

Kim Leighton, performer
“I was so proud to be part of 
the show and it’s something 
I will never forget. The 
experience was amazing and  
I thank the company for letting 
me be part of it.”

• www.garyclarkeuk.com  
 or www.coaltour.co.uk for 
 tour details.

so the entire process 
was completely new 
to me. I thoroughly 
enjoyed it from 
start to finish and 
can only describe it 
as a rollercoaster of 
emotions; exciting, 
exhilarating, 
emotional, hard 
work, rewarding, the 
list can go on. 

Being a coal miner’s 
daughter I can vividly 
recollect the impact of the 
strike, the pain, the suffering, 
the poverty, the upset, the 
complete upheaval of our 
family life. Although I found 
the production emotionally 
challenging at times, the 
team could not have been 
more welcoming and 
understanding. It really did 
feel we were in it together. 
The bond we developed 
with the professionals was 
beautiful, we felt so relaxed 
with our ‘husbands’ and I hope 
this was portrayed through 
the show. My involvement in 
COAL has changed my entire 
interpretation of theatre. I feel 
immensely proud to represent 
my parents and grandparents 
and portray their experience to 
the general public. To anybody 
with the opportunity of taking 
part, I would say go for it!”

Emma Leighton, performer
“I found the entire production 
of COAL amazing. I felt 
privileged and proud to be 
part of a dance show and to 
be working with some of the 

most amazing people I’ve ever 
met. I felt inspired to re-live 
past experiences and hardships 
my family endured during 
the strike and for me the 
production felt very personal 
and at times heartbreaking. 
I learned a lot of new things 
about the strike and what it felt 
to be a miner/miner’s wife. To 
me, taking part in something 
this important was a challenge, 
and nerve racking, but with 

Emma Hulse and Daisy Nash 
(right), Motionhouse Choreolab 
2015. Photo: Jane Bailey.

The Full English family day, Brummagen Fair,  
mac birmingham. Photo Frances Watt © EFDSS

Gary Clarke Company has 
been awarded a Strategic 
Touring Grant by Arts 
Council England to tour 
COAL nationwide in Spring 
and Autumn 2016. The tour 
will see Gary work with a 
new group of women and 
a new brass band for each 
area and venue. Gary is 
now looking for people to 
take part in the production. 
Interested? Contact 
engagementcoal@gmail.com
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Commentary

Mementos was a Bath and North East 
Somerset group intergenerational 
dance project which provided 
participants working with 3rd Stage 
Dance Company the creative tools to 
explore loss and what matters in  
life – what we would like to be 
remembered for, what we remember 
others for, what we celebrate about 
individual lives and what we each 
contribute.

This subject of death and loss, so 
often in our culture taboo, came to 
life through a series of six workshop 
sessions. Each group used movement, 
music and creative writing to produce 
a dance piece. Touching and thought 
provoking conversations surfaced 
in a group with an age range that 

Love, memory, life and death
stretched from 9-96 years. As  
the workshops developed and 
participants grew in confidence, 
beautiful poetry carved a way for 
music composition that breathed 
energy into new dance creations 
formed out of kindness, generosity, 
love and memory.

For some people this was their 
first experience of dancing, learning 
choreography and performing. The 
group discovered that the smaller 
things in life were the important 
structural pillars of memory: “Scoring 
my first goal, falling and scraping my 
knee. These times you’ll see so clearly 
when you remember me,” participant, 
aged 9. “The smell of blackberries,  
the taste of tea in a small patterned 

willow cup,” participant, aged 82.
The group had the opportunity 

to perform its pieces in front of an 
audience and the atmosphere felt 
magical, with no pressure but with 
plenty of empathy, encouragement 
and kindness. All ages and groups 
met and performed together and the 
respect from all ages for everyone 
involved was widely acknowledged as 
extremely touching.

• Here’s a short film showing Combe  
 Lea residential home participants  
 working on their piece: 
 https://vimeo.com/144609994
• A short film summarising the work:  
 https://vimeo.com/142852253
• www.3rdstagedance.com

A 
dance form popular in the 70s 
and 80s, voguing grew out 
of the Harlem gay scene as a 

non-aggressive battle between two 
feuding individuals who choose to use 
dance instead of violence to settle their 
differences.

Voguing often imitated the perfect 
lines and flexibility of models seen 
posing in fashion magazines like Vogue, 
which gave this exciting new dance 
genre its name. No touching was 
allowed during vogue challenges, even 
though dancers would often become 
intertwined in each other’s extended 
arms, legs and hand moves. There were 
different styles of the vogue, including 
pantomimes or moves imitating the 
challenger, though the voguer with the 
best dance moves would be declared the 
winner of the battle. 

While voguing originated from the 
Harlem ball scene, it entered mainstream 
culture with Madonna’s hit single 
“Vogue”. Voguing later evolved into 
popular fundraising shows and individual 
dance styles and, today, most houses 
use a type of dance called the j. sette to 
challenge each other.

The House of Suarez annual Vogue 
Ball is held one night in October, when 
high art meets club culture to create 
the ultimate voguing experience. It’s a 
fantastical showcase of high fashion, 
performance, and dance streaming down 
the catwalk. At the Ball, the best vogue 
teams from all over the UK [known as 
‘Houses’] battle it out on stage in a fight 
for ultimate dance supremacy.

Each year the Vogue Ball has 
a different theme. Last year, the 
audience was served up a sweet treat 
under the theme, ‘The Sugar Ball – 
sugar and spice and all things nice!’ 
A record-breaking 13 houses entered, 
including House of Cards, House of 
Rare and House of LIPA, who created a 
giant human gobstopper for the event. 
Organisers also welcomed the House 

of Shoqlat from the Netherlands, as 
well as the House of Masquerade 
and House of Lisbon, 
representing 
Liverpool’s gay 
quarter.

The flamboyant 
costumes always provide the 
icing on the cake at the Vogue  
Ball and last year was no exception, 
with a delicious display of spectacular 
outfits especially created for the  
Sugar Ball. 

Supported through Grants 
for the Arts lottery 
sourced funding for 
commissioning new 
work, designers 
were asked to send 
in their designs 
capturing the Vogue 
Ball’s key elements 
of ‘costume, fantasy, 
realness and sex siren’ 
in their creations. 

But a large part of 
House of Suarez’s work 
is focused on teaching 
in the community, driven 
by our strong belief that 
all dance can play an 
integral part in an individual’s 
development. This ethos has 
led to the company’s work 
with institutions like Billy Elliot, 
Matthew Bourne’s Swan Lake and 
Northern Ballet School.

• www.houseofsuarez.co.uk

Darren Suarez is artistic director of House of Suarez, the Liverpool-based 
‘vogue house’. Here Darren shares his passion for voguing, a language  
of movement that first spoke to him in the late 1980s

Still striking a pose

PROJECT FOCUS

• Discovered Vogue in the late   
 1980s, aged 15
• Graduated from Northern   
 School of Contemporary Dance
• Became a commercial dancer,  
 appearing on such TV shows   
 as Top of the Pops and   
 Dancing on Ice
• Has worked in theatre and on   
 outdoor/corporate events
• Official choreographer to the   
 BBC Philharmonic
• Launched House of Suarez   
 in 2006, going on to develop   
 vogueography by fusing   
 contemporary dance with   
 underground vogue dance   
 styles and 
• Established award-winning   
 Vogue Ball in Liverpool
• Lectures in dance at Liverpool  
 Institute of Performing Arts   
 (LIPA), Northern Ballet School  
 and Liverpool John Moores   
 University (LIMU).

Suarez File

Stuart Bowden  
and Darren Suarez 
(below), Sugar Ball 
2015. Photo: Matt 
Ford

Participants, Mementos. 
Photos: Grant Pollard
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The Chantraine School of Dance is seeking 
new teachers from among dancers, teachers, dance students 

who are interested in training in this all embracing,
approach to movement & dance

“the most rewarding and inspiring experience I have had in
30 years of teaching” - a Chantraine primary school teacher.

The Dance of Expression
Alain & Françoise  CHANTRAINE
Created in France since 1958, in England since 1978

Linking dance & life ~ for the harmony & development of the whole person

For all ages - children, teenagers, adults without age limit and 
all levels, beginners to advanced, professional

To all dancers - teachers - students . . .

For Further Information contact: 
Patricia Woodall Chantraine School of Dance,

020 7435 4247 / 07956 308 031 patricia.woodall@yahoo.com
www.chantrainedance.co.uk

Centres in London, Wanstead, High Wycombe, & (from Jan 2016) Amersham

Françoise Chantraine

BA (Hons) 
DAnce 
PerformAnce 
AnD TeAcHing 
A degree course which specialises 
in dance in education and 
community settings.

01772 892400
cenquiries@uclan.ac.uk
www.uclan.ac.uk/dance
@DanceUCLan

Date:  Monday 16th to 
 Thursday 19th February 2015
Time:  9:30am-4:00pm 
Venue:  Leicester College, 
 Performing Arts Department, 
 Abbey Park Campus, 
 Painter Street, 
 Leicester,
 UK 
 LE1 3WA
  

Cost:  £350*
  

For more information or to book your place 
please contact Charlotte Tomlinson 

charlotte.tomlinson@hotmail.com 
or visit www.�t4dance.com

* Discounts available for Leicester College sta� and students

       

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                  

INTERNATIONAL

SAFE in

safeindance.com

Work with one of our highly experienced and quali	ed 
registered providers to:

Update your knowledge of Healthy Dance Practice
Evidence your understanding in Healthy Dance Practice

22 CPD hours for course attendance
Professional and International Certi	cate   

 awarding 60 additional CPD hours

 independent  

Professional Development

"Professional and rigorous, 
this is a 'must have' Certi�cate 

for all dance teachers." 
 ~ Rachel Rist, past president 

safeindance.com

Monday 15th to Thursday 18 
February 2016

(student discounts available) 

• PERFORMANCES
• 230+ DANCE CLASSES
• CAREER DEVELOPMENT
• SHOPPING

TICKETS ON SALE NOW

18-20 MARCH 2016	 EXCEL	LONDON

MOVEITSHOWMOVEITDANCE.CO.UK
Photography by Jon Applegate

NEW VENUE!

This fab collection of 10 playlists on Spotify (with more to come) has something for everyone, from Dance with Older People to Dance  
for Early Years. Other playlists include South Asian Dance Styles, Lindy Hop, Dance for Parkinson’s, Argentine Tango and Bollywood.

www.peopledancingmusic.wordpress.com

People Dancing brings you a free selection of playlists for and by dance practitioners (and anyone who likes the music!)

If music be the food of dance... play on!
Photos: Rachel Cherry
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t-shirts. As a group of older dancers, 
that meets once a week for creative 
dancing and a bit of fun, they’d 
agreed to create a version of Akram’s 
choreography that would suit them, led 
by their teacher Anna Leatherdale.

Anna had attended two days 
of Akram’s creation week, held in 
November, to learn some of the 
movement and understand the 
themes behind the work. She’d had no 
hesitation in taking her ideas back to 
the group.

“This is a completely different 
experience for them,” Anna tells us. 
“We’ve been able to take bits [of 
Akram’s choreography] that work for 
us and then make something more of 
our own. I think the group found that 
ownership themselves because they 
can find some commonality in their 
own lives with the material itself, and 
then perform it.”

Beryl King, 82, is happy to speak 
on behalf of the group: “It’s been a 
wonderful challenge,” she says, “and 
we’re now all saying we’d like to take 
this out and show it.”

We ask her about older people 
dancing and what Big Dance offers  
the group: “This is very different for us 
and it will show other people that we 
can do all sorts of things”.

After performing their piece six 
times to cover all our camera angles, 
we asked Beryl what Dawlish Dancers 
would say to people considering taking 
part in the Big Dance Pledge this year.

“I would say to everybody – give it 
a try,” she says. “You don’t have to be 
good! I’m never made to feel less able 
than anybody else. If I hadn’t got dance 
in my life now, it would be a very much 
duller life.” 

In Birmingham, we meet three 
independent b-boy artists Si Rawlinson, 
Marius Mates and Andrei Roman 
working on their Big Dance Pledge 
creation and we find them very much 
inspired by Akram’s choreography.

“Breaking and contemporary 
[dance] are much more related than 
people realise. It’s only that the 
background culture and the music are 
hugely different,” Si tells us as we set 
up our cameras.

“Contemporary is huge, as broad 
as it can be, taking [inspiration] from 
loads of stuff and breaking has the 
same mentality. So it’s quite natural 
when we’re making this for Akram’s 
movement to mix comfortably with 
breaking. And if you were outside of 
breakdance and were interested in 
trying to do this piece of choreography, 
you’d only need to take little bits of 
breaking technique to make it an 
interesting mix.”

They show us what they’ve made  
so far. Rehearsal director Jen observes: 
“It’s completely you guys’ style and 
your movement but I can really see  
the relationship to the original work.”

Marius underlines their approach: 

“We followed the meditation and 
ritual concept from the start of the 
piece and we just tried to adapt it 
to our style, the way we move. From 
there we just created ideas. We all put 
something together, we all came up 
with transitions.”

Andrei adds: “Once we understood 
the flow of the piece it was a lot  
easier to come up with the movement. 
It’s the same for ballet or any other 
style – you just need to find the flow  
of the movement. Once you know  
your style, a choreography like this 
one… well, it’s a breath of fresh air. It’s 
really easy to know what moves to  
use to complete it.” 

SideKick Dance, in Leicester, is made 
up of young people with learning 
disabilities and led by Charlotte 
Tomlinson. Charlotte tells us how the 
group had responded when she first 
introduced them to the themes and the 
movement that they’d be working with.

“They were really excited – but they 
took it in their stride. They were like 
“yeah, we can do that!’”

When the group stops to talk to us, 
they’re keen to tell us how Big Dance 

goodbye, Cale offers some advice 
to other groups interpreting the 
choreography: “Just be confident 
in yourself”. We feel sure SideKick’s 
confidence will come shining through.

 The final stop on our tour is  
to see our youngest participants,  
Little Movers, a group of parents  
and children, aged 18 months to five 
years old, who meet once a week with 
dance artist Liz Clark at Leicester’s 
Curve Theatre.

Far from seeing Akram’s piece as 
a complex challenge of adaptation, 
Liz surprises us: “I thought it was 
ideal,” she says, “because Akram’s 
choreography comes from the heart 
and what struck me was how much it 
was about human endeavour.

It’s very connected to the body so 
in lots of ways it’s ideal for children to 
explore some of the themes, because 
they are fully present in their bodies 
– they explore the world with their 
bodies and are already experts in that.”

She adds: “We’ve taken some of 
the main themes and are exploring 
them creatively. We’ve been looking at 
cleansing and rising, swinging, hiding 

differs from some of their usual work.
“I think the choreography is quite 

good actually,” Cale Wood tells us, 
reflecting on how it feels to perform it 
compared to how he first felt when the 
group began the work. 

Charlotte adds: “They like to work 
with feelings and that connected really 
well to the work. They chose how they 
wanted to put it [the choreography] 
into their bodies to begin… we spoke 
a little bit about what each of the 
movements were showing.”

As we talk to the participants, 
we’re struck by how much they’ve 
understood and interpreted the 
movement: “I think we got the hang 
of it,” says Ellie Molyneux, highlighting 
movements based on “strength, the 
spiritual, joyful stuff” as being the parts 
she particularly enjoyed.

As we wrap up the session and say 

and revealing, and using the parent as 
a tool to engage the children in those 
themes.

“It’s very much about enabling the 
children to improvise, because children 
are very generous collaborators. So it 
doesn’t matter what ideas we think of, 
when we give children a stimulus they 
take it on and develop it. You get back 
ideas and innovation in bucket loads.” 

So what advice would Liz give to 
other groups? 

“Sometimes as parents, educators 
and practitioners, we think we have to 
have it all sewn up. But it can just be 
about showing the dancers the film 
and seeing what their responses are to 
that.” 

• Big Dance Pledge 2016 is delivered 
by the Mayor of London and People 
Dancing.
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Above: Dawlish Dancers, Devon

B-boy Marius Mates

Charlotte Tomlinson and SideKick Dance, Leicester
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Have you heard of the BBC’s Get 
Creative campaign? Did you know 
you could use it to get more people 
involved in your dance 
activities?

Get Creative is 
all about boosting 
people’s creativity – 
and celebrating the 
way millions of us 
in the UK are doing 
something artistic 
and creative every 
day. The BBC is inviting 
all creative groups and 
individuals to join them in 
this quest by becoming Get 
Creative Champions.

From the Royal Shakespeare 
Company to National Theatre Wales 
and Voluntary Arts, around 1,000 
organisations have already signed up 
to be Champions, giving them the 
chance to promote any events they’re 
staging before February 2016 under 
the Get Creative brand.

Whether a new venture or 
something already planned, this could 
include anything in your programme 
that encourages participation and gets 

Be a BBC creative champion
people engaged. The activities should 
be not-for-profit and could include 
performances, debates, workshops, 

open days, a master-class, 
competitions or online 

participation, for 
example.

To give you a 
flavour, Get Creative 
Champions artLAT 
and Corrientes 
Social Club hosted a 

free tango taster for 
absolute beginners, in 

Greenwich, all under the 
guidance of local tango 

experts Mina and Geraldo - 
http://bbc.in/1IkkpbT 

Sign up and you’ll be listed as a 
Get Creative Champion on the BBC 
website, linking to your own website 
(you must have one) so that people 
can reach you more easily, find your 
Get Creative event and get involved.  
A listings service is also provided.

• To become a Champion, go 
to the BBC Get Creative website 
http://bit.ly/1M0awjN and complete 
the online form.

A series of intergenerational dance 
workshops, bringing over-60s together 
with secondary school pupils, has made 
its mark in Nottinghamshire.

Older dancers from the Movement 
for All (MFA) community group have 
been taking their 11 and 12 year old 
partners from Hall Park Academy and  
Bring the Bass Dance Company, a 
young person’s extra curricula dance 
group based at the Eastwood school.

The project was born out of a 
number of exchange days organised 
by the MFA group to bring together 
different generations from the local 
community through dance. Catering for 
both the young and the young at heart, 
the initiative has done much to build 
mutual respect between the different 
age groups, says MFA.

“It’s such a fantastic thing that older 
people are able to dance and have 
a lot of fun alongside the younger 
generation,” agreed Anne and Sheila  
of the MFA committee.

Dancing across the years
“We’ve been really cheered by the 

energy and liveliness that the young 
people bring and it broke down barriers 
between the ages – we didn’t want it  
to end!”

The experience has been equally 
embraced by the youngsters: “It was 
really fun, the older people say some 
really funny things and we all laughed 
and learned a lot,” said Holly and Becky 
from Hall Park Academy.

“We taught the people from MFA 
some dances that we’ve learned, they 
taught us some of the things that they 
do and we put them together.”

The project was filmed and  
watched at the school, at MFA  
and also further afield, thanks to 
funding from Nottinghamshire County 
Council’s Arts Fund. Tom Oliver’s film 
featured choreography by Karla Jones, 
Gill Clarkson and dancers from the 
project.

•  www.movementforall.org.uk
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www.bigdance.org.ukSee the films made with these groups  and download free  tutorial films, the music track and more Sign up now! 

Left: Parent 
and child, Little 
Movers, Curve, 
Leicester

Liz Clark with participant, Little Movers, Curve, Leicester
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Commentary

H
akeem Onibudo has been 
helping to affect socio-cultural 
transformations in people’s 

lives for two decades, principally 
through his work as a teacher, 
choreographer and the artistic director 
of the London-based company Impact 
Dance. “For me it’s about teaching 
life and leadership skills,” he remarks. 
“Dance is the common medium 
through which we can do this.”

 Hakeem’s chosen movement 
form is Hip Hop, a multifarious genre 
I know only as a keenly interested 
observer. Having once led a post-
show Q&A with Hakeem, I also know 
first-hand how inspiringly articulate 
he can be about what urban dance 
can do when applied with imaginative 
dedication. As Hakeem elaborates, 
“Through our work at Impact we’ve 
helped many young people to increase 
self-confidence, self-esteem and self-
awareness. Some have gone on to 
have amazing dance careers. But the 
training we offer also allows people 
to develop and build futures in many 
other areas of work, from lawyers and 
doctors to owners of businesses.”

 It isn’t white-collar professionals 
Hakeem aka ‘Mr. Impact’ has been 
dealing with in North Africa since 
2014 but, rather, young males who 
want to explore greater possibilities 
for self-expression. Say It Through 
Breakdancing is an ongoing initiative 
(supported by the British Council and 
facilitated by Art Solution, Tunisia) 
designed to transcend the framework 
of ‘battling,’ in which artists from 
different countries and backgrounds 
compete for attention but often 
without fostering deeper social 
exchange. More particularly, the aim of 
this ambitious cross-cultural exchange 
has been to guide a group of b-boys, 
or breakdancers into ways of using 
dance that can help them tell their 
own stories as citizens coming from 
a region currently undergoing major 
social, political and economic shifts.

 Although largely unfamiliar 
with the region, and with no direct 
exposure to the project, I recognise 
its value. Obviously Hakeem agrees: 
“The overall interest in North Africa 
at this moment makes it quite timely. 
Showing the outside world the 
creativity and openness of emerging 

artists contributes to the shaping of a 
positive image for the entire region.” 
As he sees it the ten young men, ages 
20 to 29, chosen for this project can 
become role models for succeeding 
generations. “They’ll seed hope among 
others seeking opportunities for 
self-emancipation in their respective 
societies.”

 B-Boy Carbon, from Tunisia, is one 
of the participants interviewed on film 
about the project. “I only know how 
to dance,” he reflected, “and what I 
do in a battle. I don’t know this [Say 
It Through Breakdancing] vibe, you 
know? But I found myself with people 
I know, and I’d like to share something 
with them, not only in a competition. 
There are other things we can share 
together.”

 B-Boy Bis-Bis, who hails from 
Agadir, Morocco, spoke even more 
poetically: “From your moves we can 
see what you’ve got in your soul, what 
you’re shy to say to people. Today I 
see how the body can talk too, and 
say the words you cannot say with 
your mouth. And I see that what I put 
in my mind can stay for a long time.”

 As a ‘feminist brother’ who  
regards gender parity in the arts  
and society in general as a priority, I 
was curious how strong a presence 
b-girls have on North Africa’s Hip Hop 
dance scene. “I don’t think it’s for me 
to pass comment,” says Hakeem, “but 
it seems that the thought of women 
dancing on the street is met with a 
firm ‘NO.’ Also, street culture seems  
to carry the stigma of poverty, 
something else not viewed positively 
in these areas.”

 Choreographer Lee Griffiths was in 
the small team sent to Tunisia in 2014. 
She regards her participation in the 
project as a professional and personal 
privilege. “It was and still is very 
humbling. All the dancers had been 
through traumatic situations in their 
countries. I was in awe of how much 
they have to overcome politically and 
socially, and yet their drive to become 
the best b-boys they can be regardless 
was overwhelming.”

 As for the lack of North African 
female street dancers, Lee confirms 
Hakeem’s words: “I was barely in 
contact with any. Very few showed up 
for the battles or the show we put on.” 

High Impact in 
North Africa
Joyful? Certainly. Exhilarating? You bet. But dance 
goes even further than this – it really can change 
people’s lives. Donald Hutera has more evidence…

Initially she’d worried about being the 
project’s sole woman, wondering if the 
all-male crew would value her input. 
In a matter of days, however, she was 
being treated “like a little sister. They 
were protective of me, physically 
coaching me through the training 
sessions and eventually asking my 
opinion on how to make their material 
better. By the end of the process I was 

known for being me, not for being a 
female. I’d earned their respect and 
trust.” Lee sums up: “I made friends  
for life, and know there’ll be more 
projects where I can choreograph  
with or alongside them.”

• www.hakeemonibudo.co.uk
• www.impactdance.co.uk
• donaldhutera@yahoo.com

B-Boys, Say It Through Breakdance. Photo: Art Solution Tunis, Tunisia, British Council and Impact Dance
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Interview

What made you decide to start 
dancing with FRONTLINEdance? 
I wanted to increase my confidence 
and I wanted to do more 
contemporary dance. I had just danced 
in a project with Clare Reynolds 
from Restoke and she recommended 
FRONTLINEdance to me. 

And how long have you been 
involved in the company’s work? 
Around 9 months… I can remember 
my first impression – everyone was 
so welcoming. I knew it was the 
right option for me; the session was 
interesting, there were new techniques 
to learn and I loved how the tasks and 
games involved everyone.

What have you learnt from being  
part of the group?
That everyone is an individual… I have 
gained confidence and new skills to 
contribute more in dance shows and 
rehearsals at school (Clayton High 
School). I suggest things to do, give 
my ideas and am more confident 
performing – all due to skills I’ve learnt 
in the shows I have performed in with 
Breakthrou’ dance. It’s given me the 
confidence to go out and experience 
new dance groups. This confidence 
has spilled out into all my subjects 
at school. I now have the incentive 
to find out more and have so much 
more enthusiasm to seek further 
dance opportunities. I’ve continued 
to learn that there is so much more to 
contemporary dance than people say/
think and that you shouldn’t judge 
people… I have so much in common 
with many members of the group, 
something I wouldn’t have known 
without joining Breakthrou’. 

What challenges have there been for 
you along the way and how have you 
overcome them?
Confidence was a major problem for 
me when I started. My friends don’t 
dance and I was fearful to dance 
as I thought I would get judged. I 

overcame this by being strong and 
reminding myself that I could remove 
myself from any situation that made 
me feel uncomfortable if I needed to. 

I was also worried about interaction 
– could I interact? I actually had no 
difficulty communicating at all… the 
group are lovely and I have always 
understood each of them. I was 
nervous when Rachael asked me to 
join the adult integrated group for a 
one-off performance. I hadn’t been 
dancing for as long as they had. 
They were older and wiser than me… 
I wondered if I was good enough to 
dance with them. 

Rachael partnered me with Kirsty, 
a wheelchair user. My preconceptions 
made me worried initially… I’d not 
danced with a wheelchair user before. 
The more we worked together I soon 
realised we were a good team. Kirsty 
danced in and out of her chair, had lots 
of skills and was experienced. We were 
good partners, both creative and we 
performed well together. 

How will this experience benefit  
you in your future?
I am so much more confident around 
people. I feel that I can now work 
with a wide range of people and 
can communicate to others with 
confidence. I really push myself in the 
sessions. I learnt a great deal from 
Rachael, Natasha and with Clare at 
Restoke. I’m lucky as I learn something 
different from them all.

How has this experience changed any 
pre-conceptions that you had about 
either dancing or disability?
You work just as hard in an integrated 
dance class as in a mainstream class. 
The classes push me and I think they 
are really good. Perhaps others (those 
without a disability) think it may be 
too easy? I didn’t think they would 
be as intense – but they are! We work 
really hard. I love being creative and 
the classes let me be. Like I mentioned, 
I thought dance for someone in a 
wheelchair would be different but it 

On the frontline of dance

isn’t. I’ve made lots of new friends.  
I think integrated dance is equally as 
much fun and has the same benefits as 
other dance classes (mainstream). The 
participants are just as good – people 
shouldn’t judge.

What does dancing mean to you?
Dancing is amazing and imaginative! 
It’s a way to express myself. If I had  
a studio at home I’d go in it every time 
I had an emotion I needed to explore…. 
I think everyone should give dance a 
go, especially contemporary dance. 
Dance makes me feel good about 
myself.

• rachaelfld@gmail.com
• www.frontlinedanceltd.wordpress.com

FRONTLINEdance is a project funded 
integrated dance company based in 
Stoke-on-Trent. Work takes place in 
hospitals, in addition to its provision 
of regular dance opportunities for 
disabled and non-disabled people. 
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Oliver Durber, a young dancer aged 16, is interviewed about his work with FRONTLINEdance and talks to Artistic 

Director, Rachael Lines, about why he enjoys working with an integrated group of dancers at Breakthrou’ Youth Dance

Gabbi Shaun and Oliver Durber, Breakthrou’ youth dance session. Photos: Rachael Lines
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L
ast September, MDI (Merseyside Dance 
Initiative) and Bluecoat, Liverpool’s 
centre for the contemporary arts 

presented VITAL!, a celebration of dance by 
older people, as part of MDI’s Move on Up 
dance and health programme.

With its strong focus on creating new 
work, MDI welcomed performers from 
Liverpool, Stockport, Gateshead and Australia, 
showcasing work in a range of contemporary 
styles, as well as jazz and traditional South 
Asian dance.

It was all linked to Bluecoat’s Late Style 
programme and the opening of Bisakha 
Sarker’s multimedia installation ‘Do not yet fold 
your wings,’ funded by the Baring Foundation.

VITAL! was the first MDI programme to  
focus exclusively on older dancers and is seen 
by MDI as a key opportunity to develop its 
programme for older people. It emphasised the 

P
resented in October 
2015 by Northern 
Ireland’s ArtsEkta, 

together with the 
Manchester-based Walk 
the Plank, Nine Nights was 
one of the most ambitious 
outdoor arts events ever 
staged in Belfast’s city 
centre. The director, Nick 
Clarke, called the free event 
“live storytelling on an epic 
scale.”

This show, designed 
specifically for City Hall, 
featured an enticing mix of 
traditional theatrical forms 
and spectacle including 
live narration, dance 
(choreographed by Manuela 
Benini), puppetry, dynamic 
sound, lighting design, live 
music and pyrotechnics. All 
of it was in the service of a 
tale that took its inspiration 
from the ancient Hindu 
celebrations of Navratri, 
Diwali and Dusshera. The 
story charted the devastation 
of a land torn apart by war 
and ruled by fear, eventually 
overcome by a warrior 
goddess in a triumphant 
battle of good over evil. 

More than 900 
participants were involved 
in Nine Nights, with the 
dance strand delivered by 
Manuela and her team to a 
hundred people from a range 
of ages and backgrounds. 
After an initial choreography 
session with Manuela, four 
group leaders conducted 
workshops with participants 
during the month prior to the 
final performance.

 Reactions from various 
members of the groups 
taking part were, not 
surprisingly, very positive. 
Generally it seemed that the 
project fostered, in a fun 
and bold way, a real sense of 

unity within communities. As 
Dalyia, a Bollywood dancer 
who works with ArtsEkta (an 
arts and cultural organisation 
that works to develop 
intercultural relationships at 
the heart of the community) 
explained: “I wanted to be 
part of something beautiful, 
but also represent Indian 
culture in Belfast.” The 
experience has made an 
impact on her life in part, 
she says, because it allowed 
her to “meet a lot of people I 
would not have been able to 
meet otherwise.”

 Chelsea English, one of 
the project’s dance captains, 
neatly summed up both the 
relevance of Nine Nights 
for her and its potential in 
a wider context: “Doing 
this made me feel hopeful 
about the future of dance in 
Northern Ireland. 

“I thought if people could 
see what we can achieve 
through the arts then maybe 
others would start to take 
it seriously. Not only has a 
spectacular show been put 
on but an important message 
of peace and a celebration 
of diversity have been 
presented here.

 “Being a part of this 
project has made me more 
eager to do something about 
the lack of dance in Northern 
Ireland,” added Chelsea, “and 
not give up on my goals – 
I’m determined that dance 
should always be a big part 
of my life.” 

 Nine Nights was part 
of the Creative Belfast 
programme, supported by 
Belfast City Council and the 
Arts Council of Northern 
Ireland. 

 
• www.artsekta.org.uk
• www.walktheplank.org.uk

One big night 
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FOCUS

BELFAST

“Through GOLD, my unruly 
body is being tamed and 
strengthened… the GOLD ethos 
supports wonderful teachers to 
take on the likes of me, so that 

we can all reach our potential, no matter our 
background or physical limitations”
Boronia Halstead, GOLD group member

“Dance makes me feel important, a way of  
being whoever I want to be… joining others  
in improvisation creates a sense of belonging 
and connection.”
Lillian Read, Grand Gestures Dance Collective

“I didn’t know how I would cope in front of an 
audience but in that moment, trying to focus on 
our dance, I felt nervous, excited and happy”
Cynthia Richardson, Grand Gestures

“Anything that requires a bit of thought and 
brainwork has got to be good for those of us of 
a certain age! Dancing can be very uplifting as 

A vital force hits Merseyside
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a creative pursuit also, performing as a group is 
a very positive, shared experience, as well as a 
challenge which can help confidence. It is also 
good to see others perform and to share what 
we are working on.”
Paddy Kent, 50 Moves

“(Dance) was something we could never afford 
to do… now I come each week and it means 
so much to me. I love the freedom of the 
movement, learning the new choreography 
is a challenge and the build up of excitement 
towards performing is great.”
Dee Spencer, 50 Moves

“As a small child, I had extravagant tutu 
fantasies. I would leap around the kitchen in 
my flannel jammies playing leading roles from 
Swan Lake. Unfortunately, my ‘talent’ remained 
undiscovered for many 
decades and is still untamed 
and bordering on the feral.”
Boronia Halstead, GOLD

joy of being involved in the creative process 
of making a new dance for performance, then 
sharing the work with a wider audience – a 
thrill for seasoned performers and complete 
beginners alike.

Groups attending VITAL! Included the GOLD 
Company (established in 2011 by Canberra 
Dance Theatre), Gateshead’s Grand Gestures 
Dance Collective and MDI’s 50 Moves.

MDI Project Development Manager Rachel 
Rogers explained: “Hearing that the GOLDS 
were visiting from Australia and Grand 
Gestures Dance Collective were also able to 
join us from Gateshead sounded just too good 
an opportunity to miss and offered us the 
chance to shine a light on the work being made 
and presented by older dancers in Liverpool 
and further afield.”

•  www.mdi.org.uk/take-part/health
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Luca Silvestrini’s Protein
Participate: an Intergenerational
Dance Practice Workshop
Tue 12 & Wed 13 Jan
Doncaster

Dr Richard Coaten
Dance & Dementia:
Dancing the In-between
Thu 21 & Fri 22 Jan
Barton upon Humber

Primed for Life Developing quality
dance practice for early years children
Mon 22 & Tue 23 Feb
Northallerton

Vicki Igbokwe | Uchenna Dance
Cultural Fusion
Thu 10 & Fri 11 Mar
Shipley

Tim Casson
Choreography with young people
and communities 
Sat 19 & Sun 20 Mar
Hull

Dance
Five two-day Professional Development
workshops for dance teachers, artists
& anyone involved in the delivery
of dance around Yorkshire

A place on each of these courses
costs £30

Book now on 0113 243 8765
or www.yorkshiredance.com

Book for three or more workshops
and pay just £20 for each
(by phone only)

Yorkshire Dance presents

Transports

www.yorkshiredance.com/dance-transports
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